We consider a two-phase decode-and-forward (DF) relay network assisted by an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), where the UAV performs energy harvesting and information decoding simultaneously with a power splitting (PS) receiver structure. For the network, we optimize the PS and time allocation (TA) factors to minimize the outage probability in transferring the data from a source to a destination suffering from blockages in the direct link. The optimal solution is found in two steps, optimization of the PS factor for given TA and then optimization of the TA factor using the conditionally optimized PS factor given in a closed-form. To reduce the complexity of the optimal method, we next propose a suboptimal method using a fixed TA determined by the transmission rate only and a fixed PS ffactor given by a function of the average power of the UAV-to-destination channel. The outage probability of the proposed method is analyzed in a generalized UAV channel model including path-loss, shadowing, and Nakagami-m fading, which is shown to agree with the simulation results and is close to the optimal performance. In addition, the optimal UAV position is investigated in various channel environments, which reveals that the optimal altitude depends on the deployment scenarios and the optimal ground position is the center-point between the source and destination in general.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) offer diverse applications thanks to recent advances in low-cost and small-size manufacturing with high mobility [1] . These advantages also allow UAVs to play a role of base stations and relays in future communications, providing flexible and fast deployment with more reliable channels through the air [2] - [5] . In particular, UAV-assisted relaying is able to subserve existing networks by enabling communication between two nodes suffering from blockages and by recovering the network in disaster areas inaccessible by a ground transportation [6] , [7] . However, there also exist challenges in UAV-assisted relaying including frequent power shortages resulting from the limited size and weight of a battery in particular for the case of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Walid Al-Hussaibi . small-size UAVs developed recently [8] . For those UAVs, the power reduction is required not only in the rotor for flight but also in the computation and communication modules.
As an attempt to relieve the limited battery problem, simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT), replenishing power using a radio-frequency signal carrying information, was introduced to wireless relay networks to prolong the battery life of communication devices and avoid the frequent battery replacements [9] - [12] . In the networks, relays could reduce the power consumption by harvesting energy and decoding data from the received signal in the first phase through power splitting (PS) or time switching (TS), and utilizing the harvested energy to forward the information to a destination in the second phase. In information forwarding, a relay may adopt any existing relaying protocol such as amplify-and-forward (AF) [9] , decode-and-forward (DF) [10] - [12] , and their hybrids [13] , [14] . Several studies have revealed that SWIPT with PS (PS-SWIPT) outperforms SWIPT with TS (TS-SWIPT) in general since the rate loss due to the SWIPT is smaller with a reduction in power than in time from the capacity formula [10] - [12] . In addition, it was observed that DF protocols tend to have a more synergy with PS-SWIPT than AF protocols by allowing flexible time allocation (TA) and avoiding noise amplification incurred by AF protocols in amplifying weak signals [10] - [12] .
A. RELATED WORK
Initial studies on UAV-assisted one-way relaying (OWR) have been performed without energy harvesting, mostly for the optimal trajectory of a moving UAV [15] - [19] and for the optimal positioning of a static (hovering) UAV [20] - [22] . These studies except for [20] optimized the trajectory and position of DF and AF UAVs assuming only the path-loss in the ground-to-air (GtA) and air-to-ground (AtG) channels for high-altitude UAVs; no outage is considered since the channels are deterministic. The study in [20] analyzed the outage performance of the AF and DF protocols by incorporating small-scale (Nakagami-m) fading since low altitude UAVs suffer from fading due to the reflections and scattering near the ground [23] - [27] . The optimal UAV altitude was found numerically by evaluating the outage probability with the path-loss model developed for low altitude UAVs [28] , [29] in which the path-loss exponent is a function of the UAV elevation angle with some parameters determined by a deploying scenario.
Later, SWIPT was explored for UAV-assisted OWR to reduce the power consumption in the computing and communication modules for both cases of a static UAV [30] - [32] and a moving UAV [33] . For deterministic GtA and AtG channels governed only by the path-loss, the PS factor for a DF UAV with PS-SWIPT was optimized to maximize the secrecy rate with equal TA [32] and to maximize the throughput jointly with the UAV trajectory [33] . For the channels with small-scale fading, the performance of a UAV relay with SWIPT was analyzed without any optimization of SWIPT and relay parameters in [30] and [31] . The outage probability of an AF UAV with TS-SWIPT was analyzed in a Rician fading GtA channel and a shadowed Rayleigh fading AtG channel [30] . The outage probability and ergodic capacity of a DF UAV with PS-SWIPT and TS-SWIPT was analyzed in [31] when the AtG channel is assumed to be perfect and the GtA channel is modeled as Nakagami-m fading with interference at a destination. In [31] , the equal TA for the data transfer was assumed and the PS factor was not optimized. Although SWIPT using a UAV was also studied in [34] , it was not for the relay network but for the downlink from the UAV to the devices to maximize the secrecy rate by optimizing the trajectory and transmit power of the UAV.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper designs the PS and TA factors for a general DF relay network with PS-SWIPT from the viewpoint of the outage probability at lower complexity. We then analyze the performance of the network in channel models for low altitude UAVs as a handy tool to find an appropriate UAV position. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
• This paper provides a more explicit solution for the outage optimal PS and TA factors than the solution obtained with the iterative algorithm for the DF OWR network in [12] by applying the two-step optimization method adopted for the DF two-way relay (TWR) network [11] . We then propose fixed PS and TA factors attainable at lower complexity without the availability of the instantaneous channel state information (CSI) or the channel distribution unlike those proposed for the TWR network [11] . It should be noted that the proposed PS and TA factors are also applicable to non-UAV DF OWR networks with PS-SWIPT and provide a performance close to the optimal performance.
• We derive approximate but accurate outage performance for given PS and TA factors in generalized GtA and AtG channels including path-loss, shadowing, and Nakagami-m fading. On the other hand, the previous studies considered only the path-loss and Nakagami-m fading for the analysis of a non-optimized relay network without SWIPT [20] and with SWIPT [31] . Our analysis based on the Gauss-Hermite quadrature [41] is applicable to diverse channel models with different degrees in shadowing and small-scale fading as well as with a mixture of LOS and non-LOS (NLOS) fading adopted in [2] .
• After showing that the results from analysis and simulation are almost indistinguishable for various channel conditions, the optimal altitude and horizontal position of the UAV are investigated through readily available analysis in various UAV channel models and deployment scenarios. The investigation is performed in the shadowed/unshadowed Nakagami-m fading with the path-loss exponent depending on the elevation angle of the UAV and the deployment scenario [20] , and performed in a LOS/NLOS mixture channel [2] with the LOS probability depending on the elevation angle of the UAV and the deployment scenario. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the UAV channel model and protocol for a UAV-assisted DF network employing PS-SWIPT and presents the outage probability of the relay protocol with given PS and TA factors. Section III describes the outage-optimal PS and TA factors with and without the instantaneous CSI and propose fixed PS and TA factors attainable at lower complexity. The outage probability with the fixed PS and TA factors is analyzed in generalized GtA and AtG channels incorporating various levels of shadowing and fading in Section IV. After verifying the analysis with simulation results, we investigate the performance of the network according to the UAV altitude and position in typical deployment scenarios in Section VI. Finally, we provide concluding remarks in Section VII.
Notation: A random variable is denoted by an upper-case letter such as X with its probability density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf) denoted by f X (·) and F X (·), respectively. We use ∼ to signify 'distributed as', P[·] for the probability of an event, E[·] for the expectation operation, and N(µ, s 2 ) for Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance s 2 .
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a relay network illustrated in Fig. 1 , where a low-altitude UAV assists the information transfer from a source (S) to a destination (D) suffering the blockages on the ground. The UAV hovers at the altitude H and at the ground distance r 1 from S and r 2 from D. The distance of the UAV from S and D is denoted by d 1 and d 2 , respectively, whilst the elevation angle is denoted by θ 1 and θ 2 , respectively. The parameters are related as r i = d i cos θ i and H = d i sin θ i for i = 1, 2. 
A. UAV CHANNEL MODELS
We adopt a generalized channel model including shadowing and small-scale fading, for low-altitude UAVs [23] - [27] , which is also called a composite fading [35] , [36] . The channel power of the GtA channel h 1 and the AtG channel h 2 is then expressed as
where µ i , V i , and A i represent the component of path-loss, shadowing, and small-scale fading, respectively, for i = 1, 2.
Here, we assume
where s i,dB is the standard deviation of shadowing. The small-sale fading A i is modeled by Nakagami-m fading with A i ∼ G(m i , 1), where the pdf of G(m, ) is given by
with (m) = ∞ 0 t m−1 e −t dt. Various UAV channel models can be represented with the above model by setting the channel parameters µ i , s i,dB , and m i according to the channel models proposed and surveyed in [23] - [29] . For instance, we may set µ i and s i,dB to be constant independent of the height or as functions depending on the elevation angle θ i and a deployment area as proposed in [28] , [29] . In addition, we may set s i,dB to zero for the unshadowed LOS channel or to a large value for the shadowed NLOS channel, and we may set m i = 1 to represent Rayleigh fading for the NLOS channel or to a very large value for the non-faded LOS channel. In short, the model above encompasses various levels of shadowing and fading according to the values of s i,dB and m i .
B. RELAY PROTOCOL AND ACHIEVABLE RATE
The network adopts a DF protocol with two phases of time duration τ T and (1 − τ )T , where τ ∈ (0, 1) is the TA factor and T = 1 is assumed without a loss of generality. In the first phase, S transmits the data to the UAV, which splits the received signal in the power domain for information decoding and energy harvesting at the ratio of α : (1 − α), where α ∈ (0, 1) is the PS factor. The UAV transmits the decoded data with the harvested energy to D in the second phase.
The rate deliverable from S to the UAV with channel power X 1 is expressed as
where ρ 1 = P 1 /σ 2 1 with P 1 the transmission power of S and σ 2 1 the noise power at the UAV. The energy harvested at the UAV is expressed as
where η is the energy harvesting efficiency andᾱ = 1 − α.
In this paper, we assume an ideal linear energy harvesting model for a tractable optimization and analysis; non-linear energy harvesting models [37] - [39] can be incorporated to reflect a realistic performance in a saturated region, which is beyond our scope in this paper and is reserved as a future study. Thus, the transmit power in the second phase is given by P 2 = E H /τ withτ = 1 − τ and the rate deliverable from the UAV to D with channel power X 2 is given by
where ρ 2 = ηP 1 σ 2 2 with σ 2 2 the noise power at D. The outage probability of the network transferring the information at rate R t is given by
since an outage occurs if either the channel from S to UAV with the achievable rate R 1 or the channel from UAV to D with the achievable rate R 2 cannot support the rate R t . By substituting (4) and (6) in (7), we have
where
is the rate-aware signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) for a given (α, τ ) and an instantaneous CSI X = (X 1 ,
III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION
We first present the benchmark methods of choosing the optimum PS and TA factors to achieve the minimum outage probability with the instantaneous CSI X or with the distribution of X. We then propose a method of choosing fixed PS and TA factors to lower the system complexity.
A. CHANNEL-ADAPTIVE OPTIMAL PS AND TA
This subsection obtains the PS and TA factors (α, τ ) for each CSI X to minimize the outage probability (8) as in [11] and [12] . The method, called the adaptively optimal PS and TA (AOPT), optimizes the outage probability as
where the optimal factors are chosen for each CSI X as
to provide the optimal SNR
The solution of (11) can be found via a two-dimensional search over (α, τ ) ∈ (0, 1) 2 , or equivalently with a two-step search method [11] , [40] . Specifically, we first find the conditionally optimal PS factor for given τ as
which leads to the conditionally optimal SNR † X (τ ) = X (α † X (τ ), τ ). We then obtain the final optimal SNR as o
with the optimal TA factor
The optimal PS factor leading to (12) is then obtained (13) and (15).
We now solve (13) in an explicit form by noting that it is attained when the two arguments of the minimum operation in (9) are equal as
since the first argument is a linearly increasing function of α from zero to a positive value and the second argument is a linearly decreasing function of α from a positive value to zero. From (16) , we obtain
which leads to the conditionally optimal SNR †
for a given τ . The optimal TA factor, τ o X = arg max 0<τ <1 † X (τ ), is then obtained equivalently as
is a convex function of τ as shown in Appendix A. Therefore, the optimal TA factor can be found with a well-known convex optimization algorithm such as Newton's method of complexity O( log log( 1 ) ) for an error tolerance [40] . Remark 1: It is noted from (17) and (19) with (20) that the optimal PS and TA factors derived for the OWR depends only on the CSI X 2 while those derived for the TWR [11] depend on both X 1 and X 2 .
Remark 2: The AOPT increases the complexity of the network significantly since (i) D should feedback the instantaneous CSI X 2 to the UAV for each channel realization and (ii) numerous channel codes should be designed to fit into the unequal and varying time duration of the first and second time phases as noted in [11] , [12] .
B. STATISTICALLY OPTIMAL PS AND TA
This subsection assumes that the distribution of X is available instead of the instantaneous CSI X. Under this assumption, we fix the PS and TA factors for all channel realizations, leading to the outage probability
is the cdf of the rate-aware SNR X (α, τ ), a derived random variable from the random vector X. We then select one pair of the PS and TA factors that minimizes the outage probability as
which will be called the statistically optimal PS and TA (SOPT) with the outage probability
For the SOPT, the distribution of the SNR X (α, τ ) should be derived from the distribution of X. Thus, the cdf of X should be available for the optimization.
C. PROPOSED PS AND TA
To reduce the complexity of the AOPT and SOPT, we propose fixed PS and TA factors that can be obtained easily and quickly from some observations made in the optimization of the AOPT. First, we approximate the objective function (20) in the TA optimization (19) as g X 2 (τ ) ≈ ρ 1 g 2 (τ ) based on the fact X 2 1 resulting from the exponentially decreasing pathloss. Therefore, we propose to find the TA factor as
which requires neither the instantaneous CSI X nor the distribution of X. Since g 2 (τ ) is a convex function of τ as shown in Appendix A and depends only on the transmission rate R t , the proposed TA factor is required to be found only once for the transmission rate with the help of an existing convex optimization solver. Next, we approximate the conditionally optimal adaptive PS factor (17) as
from g(τ ) ≈ ρ 1 g 2 (τ ) and g 2 (τ ) =τ τ g 1 (τ ). We propose a fixed PS factor by averaging (25) at the proposed TA factor τ p as
For the channel model described in Section II-A, we have
which can be obtained by using the moment generating func- (27) can also be applied to the unshadowed fading case by setting s 2,dB = 0.
Let us call the proposed PA and TA method using (α p , τ p ) as the PPT which leads to the outage probability
For the benchmark, we consider a conventional PS and TA method (CPT) with P c out = P out (0.5, 0.5) which does not attempt to optimize the PS and TA factors.
IV. OUTAGE ANALYSIS
We analyze the outage probability (21) obtained with fixed PS and TA factors (α, τ ) to obtain the SOPT factors and a quick performance estimation of the proposed method under the channel models provided in Section II-A.
A. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
We express the outage probability (21) as (29) for which a closed-form expression is rather difficult to obtain. We instead obtain a lower bound (LB) and an upper bound (UB) on (29) . For this purpose, let us define the outage events in (29) as
which leads to an LB on (29) as
Next, by applying the union bound as
, we obtain a UB on (29) as
B. ANALYSIS IN SPECIFIC CHANNEL MODELS 1) NAKAGAMI-m FADING
We first obtain (30) and (31) in Nakagami-m fading without shadowing. In this case,
where γ (m, x) =
x 0 t m−1 e −t dt. The product Y = X 1 X 2 of Nakagami-m fading is distributed as G 2 (m 1 , m 2 , µ 1 µ 2 ) with the pdf [42] 
and cdf
for [43] . The LB (30) and UB (31) for Nakagami-m fading can be obtained with (32) and (34) .
2) SHADOWED NAKAGAMI-m FADING
For shadowed Nakagami-m fading, the distribution of X i is denoted by SG(m i , µ i , s i,dB ) with pdf
To avoid repeated integration in evaluating the outage probability with (35) , we obtain closed-form approximations FX i (x) and FỸ (x) of F X i (x) and F Y (x), respectively, with the Gauss-Hermite quadrature [41] in Appendix B, wherẽ X i andỸ are approximations to X i and Y , respectively. Specifically, we have
with ϑ in = 10 √ 2s i,dB t n for i = 1, 2 and
with ϑ n = 10 2(s 2 1,dB +s 2 2,dB )t n , where N is the number of sample points, {t n } N n=1 are the roots of the Hermite polynomial [41] , and p n = w n √ π subject to N n=1 p n = 1. Here,X i is rendered as a mixture of independent random variables (30) and UB (31) for shadowed Nakagami-m fading can be obtained with the approximated cdfs (36) and (37) .
Remark 1: We can also use (36) and (37) for unshadowed Nakagami-m fading by setting s i,dB = 0 for i = 1, 2 which results in ϑ in = 1 and ϑ n = 1; we then have (36) and (37) .
Remark 2: If only one of X 1 and X 2 suffers from shadowing, we can use (36) and (37) by setting the standard deviation s i,dB of the unshadowed random variable to zero.
V. FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF ANALYSIS A. EXTENSION TO LOS/NLOS MIXTURE CHANNELS
The analysis provided in Section IV can be used to analyze the performance in a mixture of LOS and NLOS fading channels employed as one of the channel models for UAV in [2] . In the mixture model, X i experiences an LOS channel model at probability π 
where P[E u,v ] is determined by the channel model adopted and P out|E u,v (α, τ ) is analyzed as in Section IV. For the independent GtA and AtG channels, we have P[E u,v ] = π (u) 1 π (u) 2 . The LB and UB of P out|E u,v (α, τ ) can be obtained as
and
where FX(u)
are the approximations to the cdf of X u i and Y (u,v) = X 
B. ERGODIC CAPACITY
The approximated distribution fỸ (x) to f Y (x) is useful to obtain the other performance metric. For instance, let us consider the capacity achieved with the equal TA factor as C = min(R 1 , R 2 ) = 1 2 log 2 (1 + min(ρ 1 αX 1 , ρ 2ᾱ X 1 X 2 )) .
If we choose the PS factor α adaptive to the CSI X for the maximum capacity, the capacity-optimal PS factor is obtained as
as in the outage-optimal PS factor, which leads to the maximum capacity
Since X 2 1 due to the exponentially decreasing path-loss, a UB on C * can be expressed as
which is also a UB on (43) for any chosen value for α. The ergodic capacity E[C] can thus be analyzed in terms of the UB E[C UB ] using (46) and the distribution of Y = X 1 X 2 . In Appendix C, we show that 
for the shadowed Nakagami-m fading, which represents the result for the unshadowed Nakagami-m fading when ϑ n = 1. VOLUME 8, 2020 
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of the UAV-assisted relay network with energy harvesting efficiency η = 0.6 and noise variance σ 2 1 = σ 2 2 = −104 dBm. The path-loss model for the GtA and AtG channels is adopted from [28] as PL i = −10 log 10 µ i = 20 log 10 f c − 29.35 + ε dB + 10ν i log 10 d i dB, where f c is the carrier frequency in MHz, ε dB is the excess path-loss in dB, and ν i is the path-loss exponent (PLE). We set f c to 700 MHz throughout this section while we set ε dB and ν i according to the model employed. For the performance evaluation, we assume that the UAV hovers at a fixed position ideally without drifting.
A. VERIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This subsection verifies the performance analysis provided in Sections IV and V by comparing the results from analysis and simulation at some fixed UAV locations with ν i = 2 and ε dB = 0.1 dB. The analysis results are obtained with N = 10 for the Gauss-Hermite quadrature approximation and the simulation results are obtained with 10 6 channel realizations.
We first compare P out (α, τ ) obtained from analysis and simulation as the TA factor τ varies in Fig. 3 with P 1 = 36 dBm and a symmetric UAV position at r i = H = 20 m resulting in PL i = 58.5. In this figure, we consider the shadowed Nakagami-m fading channel with s i,dB = 0.75 and m i = 4 for i = 1, 2. The results show that the UB and LB are almost indistinguishable from simulation results for various α and τ . This observation comes from the fact that
αρ 2 ) due to the double fading in Y = X 1 X 2 and max(x, y) ≈ x+y if x y or x y. Thus, P out (α, τ ) decreases as α decreases from 0.5 to 0.1, or equivalently, asᾱ increases from 0.5 to 0.9. It is also observed that the optimal TA value minimizing P out (α, τ ) is affected not much by α but by R t as expected from the analysis.
We compare P out (α, τ ) for a small value of τ and an asymmetric UAV position of r 1 = 20 m, r 2 = 0 m, and H = 10 m in Fig. 4 when P 1 = 36 dBm, s 1,dB = 2.28, s 2,dB = 0.05, and m 1 = m 2 = 2. This figure is drawn to show some difference between the LB and UB by increasing F X 1 g 1 (τ ) αρ 1 to make
αρ 2 ; this condition can be obtained by decreasing τ to make g 1 (τ ) much larger than g 2 (τ ) as well as getting PL 1 much larger than PL 2 . Hence, a slight difference between the LB and UB is observed around τ = 0.05 for (R t , α) = (1, 0.1) and around τ = 0.1 for (R t , α) = (2, 0.1) at which we have P UB out ≈ 2 P LB out from F X 1
Since the LB, UB, and simulation results are indistinguishable for most of cases except for the highly unlikely case of F X 1
with an appropriate choice of τ as proposed in this paper, we employ the LB on the outage probability in performance comparison of the schemes considered in Section III. 5 compares the outage performance of the PS and TA methods described in Section III at R t = 1 bps/Hz as the transmit power P 1 increases in the shadowed Nakagamim fading channels with s i,dB = 0.75 dB at the same UAV position as in Fig. 3 but with different values of m i . The results from simulation and LB analysis are shown for the SOPT, PPT, and CPT, where the LB is indistinguishable from simulation results for each scheme. The optimal performance achieved with the AOPT is almost identical to that achieved with the SOPT and PPT. Therefore, to reduce not only the required information on the channel but also the complexity in the optimization process, the proposed scheme, PPT, can be used instead of the AOPT requiring the CSI X 2 and the SOPT requiring the distribution of (X 1 , X 2 ). The PPT finds the TA value only once for the transmission rate and estimates the average power E[X 2 ] of the channel instead of the distribution of (X 1 , X 2 ). Undoubtedly, for all the three schemes, the slope of the outage probability becomes steeper as the Nakagami parameter m i , equivalent to the diversity order, increases. We also compare the outage performance of the PS and TA methods in various channel models in Fig. 6 when R t = 1 bps/Hz and the UAV position is the same as that in Fig. 5 . In the figure, 'Unshadowed/Unshadowed' denotes Nakgamim fading for both X 1 and X 2 with m 1 = m 2 = 4 and s 1,dB = s 2,dB = 0, 'Shadowed/Unshadowed' denotes shadowed Nakagami-m fading for X 1 and unshadowed one for X 2 with m 1 = m 2 = 2, s 1,dB = 5, and s 2,dB = 0, and 'LOS/NLOS mixture' denotes the channel described in Subsection V-A with π again that the LB from analysis provides the performance close to the simulation results and the PPT provides the performance close to the optimal methods in various channel models.
As a last performance verification, the ergodic capacity discussed in Section V-B is shown in Fig. 7 under selected channel models. Here, 'Unshadowed' represents the unshadowed Nakagami-m fading channel with s i,dB = 0 and 'Shadowed' represents the shadowed Nakagami-m fading channel with s i,dB = 5 for i = 1, 2. The symmetric UAV position is assumed as in Figs. 5 and 6. It is confirmed again that the simulation results are very close to the results from the UB analysis. Unlike the outage probability, the ergodic capacity is larger in a shadowed channel than in an unshadowed channel because the shadowed channel with s i,dB > 0 has a larger value in the average power than the unshadowed channel with s i,dB = 0 as observed in (27) although the former has a larger tail in the pdf than the latter. The gain of the shadowed channel over the unshadowed channel is observed in the low transmit power region where the average channel power tends to dominate the performance. This follows naturally from the fact that the ergodic capacity is affected by the power more in the lower SNR region since ln(1 + x) ≈ x for small x 1 and ln(1 + x) ≈ ln(x) for x 1. In addition, we have a larger ergodic capacity for a smaller fluctuation in small-scale fading (or equivalently, for a larger m i ).
B. OPTIMAL POSITION IN UAV CHANNEL MODELS
This subsection investigates the optimal UAV position of the PPT and CPT through the LB analysis in existing UAV channel models. The optimal position of the AOPT and SOPT can be obtained from that of the PPT since their performances are close to each other.
We mainly consider the UAV channel model proposed in [29] and adopted in [20] where the PLE depends on the elevation angle as
Here, ν(0) and ν(90) are the path-losses at θ = 0 • and θ = 90 • , respectively, and
is the probability of LOS with (a 1 , a 2 ) selected from Table 1 according to the deployment area as in [28] . We choose ν(0) = 3.5 for severe blockages on the ground and ν(90) = 2 for the LOS in the air so that the PLE decreases from 3.5 to 2 as the UAV height increases based on that the LOS probability increase from zero to one as the UAV height increases. The increasing rate of the LOS probability is determined by (a 1 , a 2 ) and is the highest in the suburban and the lowest in the dense-urban with the values in Table 1 . If not specified otherwise, it is assumed that the standard deviation of the shadowing also depends on the elevation angle as [29] 
where (a 3 , a 4 ) are chosen from Table 1 according to the deployment scenario. The figures in this section are obtained by assuming P 1 = 46 dBm, R t = 1 bps/Hz, and r 1 + r 2 = 40 m. Fig. 8 provides the outage performance of the network deployed in the suburban as the ground distance r 1 varies when m 1 = m 2 = 4 for three values of the UAV height H . The outage probability is symmetric with respect to the center of the ground distance since the same channel models are assumed for the GtA and AtG channels. The optimal performance is achieved at the center location of r 1 = 20 m at which the dominant term F Y ( g 2 (τ ) αρ 2 ) in the outage probability becomes the minimum in general since double path-loss µ 1 µ 2 in Y becomes the maximum. The outage probability at H = 40 m is higher than that at H = 20 m irrespective of the ground distance r 1 . On the other hand, the outage probability at H = 10 m is similar to that at H = 20 m, and the former even becomes larger than the latter as the ground distance becomes smaller as r 1 < 10 m or larger as r 1 > 30 m. This observation comes from the fact that the path-loss exponent ν i and standard deviation s i,dB of the shadowing increase as the elevation angle θ i of the UAV decreases, as modeled in (48)-(50). The outage probability is mainly determined by the product Y = X 1 X 2 of the channel power X 1 and X 2 , where X 2 at H = 10 m can be smaller than X 2 at H = 20 m when r 1 is small due a low elevation angle θ 2 in spite of a shorter distance d 2 . A similar rationale is applied to the case with a large r 1 . Clearly, the PPT with (α, τ ) = (α p , τ p ) provides a significant gain over the CPT using (α, τ ) = (0.5, 0.5) at all UAV positions. Fig. 9 shows the performance of the network deployed in the urban as the ground distance r 1 varies when H = 15 m. To provide the performance in diverse channel models, we choose symmetric values as m 1 = m 2 = 4 and asymmetric values as m 1 = 2 and m 2 = 4 for Nakagami parameters, without shadowing ('Unshadowed') and with shadowing ('Shadowed') depending on the elevation angle as (50). As in the suburban, the outage probability in the urban is symmetric at the center of the ground distance at which the minimum outage probability is obtained and the gain of the PPT over the CPT is the largest. The symmetric property is also retained for asymmetric Nakagami values since the cdf of Y = X 1 X 2 dominating the performance is a function of m 1 m 2 µ 1 µ 2 as observed in (34) and (37) which makes the performance symmetric at the ground distance even with unequal values of m 1 and m 2 . The degradation due to shadowing is larger for Nakagami-m fading with m 1 = 4 which exhibits less channel fluctuation than that with m 1 = 2.
Figs. 10 and 11 provide the outage performance as a function of the height H of the UAV located at r 1 = r 2 = 20 m in three deployment scenarios when m 1 = m 2 = 4 and m 1 = m 2 = 2, respectively. The outage probability is high when the UAV height is low due to a large PLE and increases again as the UAV height is over some point due to a larger distance. Thus, there exists an optimal height for each deployment area which increases in the order of the suburban, urban, and dense-urban since a larger elevation angle is required for the LOS probability to reach one. It is also observed that the gain of the PPT over the CPT tends to be the largest at the optimal height. The shadowing affects the optimal UAV height slightly in the suburban, but most of cases, the optimal UAV height remains unchanged when the value of (m 1 , m 2 ) changes. The figure reveals that the optimal UAV height should be chosen appropriately according to the deployment scenario although its optimal ground position is at the center point between S and D in general.
For comparison, we also provide in Fig. 12 the performance under an LOS/NLOS mixture channel described in Section V-A when ν 1 = ν 2 = 2, (m i,dB ) = (1, 5), i = 1, 2 for NLOS. The LOS probability is given by π (LO) i = p LOS (θ i ) from (49) for each deployment scenario. At a low height, the performance of the network in the mixture channel is better than that in the angle-dependent PLE model shown in Fig. 10 due to a smaller PLE of the mixture channel. However, the performance tends to be worse than that in Fig. 10 around the optimal height although their performances become similar as the height H increases. We would like to note that the results obtained in this paper are applicable to both UAV models so that they can be used to predict the performance once a better UAV channel model is identified for the deployment areas.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have considered a UAV-assisted DF relay network employing PS-SWIPT in generalized GtA and AtG channels including path-loss, lognormal shadowing, and Nakagamim fading. The optimum PS and TA factors are obtained to minimize the outage probability in supporting a data rate with the availability of the CSI, and then fixed PS and TA factors are proposed for lower complexity in the implementation. We analyzed the outage probability with fixed PS and TA factors in various channel models for the UAV to predict the performance of the proposed and conventional methods. The approximated distribution obtained in the outage analysis was also used for the analysis of the ergodic capacity. It was observed that the results from analysis and simulation are indistinguishable and the performance of the proposed method was close to the optimal performance. In addition, the optimal UAV location was at the center on the ground but was dependent on the deployment scenario in the height.
APPENDIXES APPENDIX A CONVEXITY OF TA OPTIMIZATION
The objective function g X 2 (τ ) in the adaptive TA problem is a linear combination of g 1 (τ ) = e b τ − 1 and g 2 (τ ) =τ τ g 1 (τ )
for k ≥ 1. Therefore, g X 2 (τ ) is a convex function of τ . VOLUME 8, 2020
APPENDIX B APPROXIMATED DISTRIBUTIONS WITH THE GAUSS-HERMITE QUADRATURE
We rewrite (35) By applying the Gauss-Hermite quadrature, we approximate f X i (x) tô
where {t n } N n=1 are the roots of the Hermite polynomials associated weights {w n } N n=1 described in Section IV. We then rewrite Y = X 1 X 2 as Y = V 12 T 12 , where V 12 = V 1 V 2 and B 12 = B 1 B 2 with B i = µ i A i for i = 1, 2. We first express the shadowing power in dB as V 12,dB = 10 log 10 V 12 = V 1,dB + V 2,dB . Since V i,dB ∼ N(0, s 2 i,dB ) for i = 1, 2 and the sum of normal random variables is also a normal random variable, we have
with s 2 T ,dB = s 2 1,dB +s 2 2,dB . In the meantime, B 12 is the product of B i ∼ G(m i , µ i ) for i = 1, 2 so that
with µ 12 = µ 1 µ 2 , where the pdf f G 2 is defined in (33) . Therefore, Y = V 12 B 12 is the product of a log-normal random variable V 12 . Similarly,f Y (x) = fỸ (x), wherẽ Y is generated with independent random variables {Ỹ n ∼ G 2 (m 1 , m 2 , µ 12 ϑ n )} N n=1 with probabilities {p n } N n=1 .
APPENDIX C A UB ON ERGODIC CAPACITY
We first derive the UB ζ 1 x G l 2 ,n 2 p 2 ,q 2 u p 2 v q 2 ζ 2 x dx = 1 ζ 2 G l 1 +n 2 ,n 1 +l 2 p 1 +q 2 ,q 1 +p 2 a 1 ,··· ,a n 1 ,−v q 2 ,a n 1 +1 ,··· ,a p 1 b 1 ,··· ,b l 1 ,−u p 2 ,b l 1 +1 ,··· ,b q 1 ζ 1 ζ 2 (65) for a p 1 = (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a p 1 ), b q 1 = (b 1 , b 2 , · · · , b q 1 ), u p 2 = (u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u p 2 ), and v q 2 = (v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v q 2 ). With (64), we also obtain (61) for shadowed Nakagami-m fading with the help of the approximated pdf (60) as 
